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Pali AYSO - Dribbling/Ball Control Session #2 (U8)

Description
Dribbling Development & Ball Control

15x15 yard grid
TEAM TAG
2 teams; 1 team in box and defending team in line at the corner
cone.
(1) Round #1 = No Soccer Balls
On Coach's command, first player in line from defending team
runs into grid and tags any 1 player on the opposing team. After
tagging 1 attacking player, defender runs out and tags next
teammate in line who runs into grid and tags any attacking player.
Timer stops once last defender tags someone and runs back to
start cone. Switch roles. Team that completes it the fastest wins.
(2) Round #2 = With Soccer Balls
Same thing as above, but defender must kick soccer ball away
from any attacker (instead of tagging). Once ball is kicked, attacker
retreives ball and rejoins team.

Warm-Up (15 mins)

HUNGRY HUNGRY HIPPOS
Place all the balls in the center of the field.
Divide players into 4 groups and give them a goal in each corner of
the field. The goals are the hippos and the balls are their food.
Number players 1-3. When coach calls out a number, that player
from each team runs to the center and grabs some food (1 ball at
a time and must use only feet) and takes it to their hippo as fast as
possible.
When there is no food left in the middle, they have to steal from the
other teams (no guarding)
Start one player at a time, progress to 2 then 3.
Finish with 2 minutes of continous play.
**Can suggest using specific move to get ball with foot, ie Sole
Drag or Sole Drag Behind
Coaching Points:
- Dribble with head up
- Keep the ball close and under control
- Change of Direction
- Speed/Acceleration

Activity 1 (15 mins)

Same 15x15 yard grid as above.
Knockout/ Sharks n Minnows
(1) Continuous Game
- Start with 2-3 sharks. Other players are dribbling around the grid
trying to avoid the sharks (using shielding, scissors, stepovers,
sole drags, etc). If a shark wins your ball, they get to join the game
and dribble around and you become a shark. BUT, you must
perform a skill 10x before your Shark status is active (ie 10
scissors).
- Play a 3 minute round. Count down the last minute, last 30
seconds, and last 10 seconds. If game finishes and you are a
shark, you must perform a silly punishment (ie 3 donkey kicks or 3
star jumps, etc).
(2) Knockout - Last Man Standing
- Every man/woman for themselves. Players try to knock out other
players balls out of the grid, while trying to protect their own ball. If
you get out, you must get ball, stand by the coach, and perform a
skill 20x (ie toe taps, etc) for a chance to become a shark.

Activity 2 (10 mins)



- Coach may select a few players that are out to enter (1 at a time) onto the pitch as sharks. Player must scream I am a Shark and try
to knockout other players' balls. Note, that in this round, sharks only get to kick balls out, not rejoin the game.
- Last man standing is the Winner.
Coaching Points:
- Protect the ball with your body - don't turn into the defender/other player
- Recognize the space - dribble into the open areas
- Keep close control - take small touches to keep ball close to you.

Extend the grid to 25x30 or 20x25 yards.
4 GOAL SOCCER
Let the players scrimmage in a small sided game to finish the
session to allow the players to express themselves and to
become familiar with the concept of 1 ball on the field.
Players get extra points for performing moves correctly.
2 goals are at each end of the field so there are more
opportunities to score goals.NO GOALIES!
**Can add more than one ball if players aren't touching the ball
frequently.

Scrimmage (15 mins)
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